
















OPT Bus Advocacy Message 

 

Hello, 

I'm writing to share the many years of experience of my daughter, Claudia, 16, on OPT bussing to her special ed 

schooling, first at Aaron School and now at Cooke Academy.  

This year Claudia is on route M553. Her student ID is #.  

The bus service over about a decade has been abysmal. On 11/15, the bus dropped off Claudia about 30 minutes later, 

but other kids on the bus took 3-5 additional hours to get home. Not ok. The day after, the bus didn't even show up. No 

calls. No information. Just no bus. 

To be sure, there are stretches where the bus runs smoothly, this year and in previous years. But there are frequent 

horrible lapses with late busses, no busses, lost busses, rides to/from school sometimes taking three hours or more. 

Sometimes bus drivers don't show up for work. Bus companies have phones that don't work. OPT bussing is really a 

shabby operation. The start of every school year takes weeks, sometimes months, to get the route working properly. All 

of this compared to my sons, who go to a private school and whose busses run perfectly from day one every year. OPT 

pays a lot of money per student, and the service OPT gets is really horrendous. How does OPT accept such service? 

Forgive the bluntness, but it seems like OPT doesn't care. Companies need to be held accountable and provide proper 

service, period. It's just not that complicated. How can it be that private school bussing is seamless? That proves that 

providing good school bus service is very possible. OPT should begin providing proper bus service. Students need it. 

Thank you, 

Richard Lipsey 

 

  



November 15, 2018 Yellow School Buses Delays 

 

Attention City Council: 

 

OPT and NYC need to be responsible for our students, especially students with disabilities. 

Thank you. 

 

Best, 

Susana Montes 

Parent 

 

  



ongoing busing issues and delays 

 

Dear Council Member Treyger, 

 

Hello, my name is Ivy Ip and I have a 7-year old daughter named Molly. I am writing to you about the busing issues and 

delays that Molly has been experiencing for some time. We reside in Queens and Molly's school is on the LES. Molly was 

recently approved for the accommodations of "Limited Travel Time - Standard" and "Route with Fewer Students", which 

have been added to her IEP. OPT has confirmed that Molly's accommodations are on file, but to date, OPT has not taken 

the steps to implement these accommodations. Molly is still on the same route that picks her up at 6:20 and drops her off 

around 4:35-4:45. Molly's school day begins at 8:00 a.m. and ends at 3:00 p.m. I have called OPT to ask when Molly's 

accommodations will be implemented but have not been provided with a start date. I have also left a message with the 

router assigned to Molly but have not received a response.  

 

A separate issue regarding Molly's transportation accommodations was that it took nine months for the accommodations 

to be approved and added to Molly's IEP. This delay can largely be attributed to Molly's Committee for Special Education 

(CSE), who did not provide the Office of School Health with necessary reports for several months. Molly's CSE also 

neglected to respond to my numerous attempts at communicating with them about getting the busing accommodations 

approved.  

 

On 11/15, Molly's bus ride took 3 hours due the snowstorm. She arrived home at 6 pm. I realize that a 3 hour ride is 

nothing compared to the horrifying rides of 10 or more hours that other students had to endure. But this is not the first time 

that Molly's bus ride home took several hours. When Molly was in preschool through CPSE, one of her rides home took 4 

1/2 hours because the bus driver got lost dropping off another student. The DOE, with OPT, needs to develop a plan to 

address the issues and delays surrounding the process of applying for busing accommodations, implementing the 

accommodations, and adhering to mandated travel times.  

 

Thank you for your attention.  

 

Sincerely,  

Ivy Ip 

 

  



special ed kid busing 

Dear Council Member Treyger: 

 

Thank you for your advocacy for families with disabled kids. 

 

Our daughter lives in Manhattan and is six years old, and this is our fifth year of her going to special ed 

preschool or school in NYC and our giving up on trying to send her to school by bus.   

 

The fact that the DOE combines kids from different schools on the same route creates significant, avoidable 

issues, including having challenged kids sitting on the bus for way too long instead of getting much needed 

sleep, and behavioral issues--for example, this year, we gave up her riding the bus because a boy from 

another school would get very upset, and the bus would return him home, delaying all the other children from 

getting to school on time. 

 

In addition, despite the fact that our daughter requires shortened bus time for medical reasons (she is at risk 

for seizures), the bus routes offered in the last five years have always either required her to get up 

unnecessarily early, so that the bus would arrive to sit in front of the school before school opens, or 

alternatively arrive late for school. 

 

Calling OPT is very time consuming and frustrating, and ultimately useless. 

 

Every year for five years, we have tried the bus, and seen how it would require compromising our daughter's 

sleep and health or her ability to be in the classroom on time, so we give up, at immense financial and time 

cost to ourselves--but it is better than having her hospitalized for seizures.   

 

If the DOE stopped combining special kids from different schools, and if they provided some sort of financial 

compensation to families who ultimately elect not to use the bus, it would go an extremely long way to helping.  The 

DOE can provide Metrocard compensation to families who choose not to ride the bus, but if we were to receive this, we 

have been advised it would be almost impossible to get busing back on our daughter's IEP, and she really does need 

busing. 

 

Thank you again for your advocacy, 

Vera Zlatarski 

 



School busing issues 

To Mark Treger, 

Thank you so so much for taking on school busing issues.  

I actually have rearranged my entire life to take my son to and from school because the school 

busing is so bad.  I work part-time and weekends now so I can pick him up every day. He has 

autism. 

When he was a toddler, I worked very hard to potty train him and he no longer needed diapers 

at 3.  Then he started going to a special-needs preschool very far away I was told to send 

diapers into school to wear home because it would probably take him ~3 hours to get home the 

first few weeks while they were "figuring out the routes."  I was horrified and unwilling to 

subject my son to that -- not the least because it would jeopardize the months of work I spent 

potty training him, which requires a lot of effort for a kid like mine.  I was shocked other 

parents and the city put up with it!  Seemed like straight child neglect/abuse to deny access to a 

bathroom for that long.   

 

Why can't they drive the routes a week before school starts to get them down?  Or use Google 

Maps or whatever technology is out there?  It's because they don't care about abusing the kids. 

We need to make them care.  They should not have any grace periods at the start of the school 

year to be "late." 

At one point when my son was 6 I tried the bus when he was commuting from Manhattan to 

Queens.  The matron, who had no training in handling kids with autism, requested that he be 

strapped in and a teacher warned me that the matron had been verbally abusing my son.  She 

also told me they ran into the issue of abusive matrons a lot, because they received no training 

and the matrons just couldn't handle it.  It was terrifying to think my son would be with 

someone for hours each day who couldn't handle the situation and I kept driving him myself and 

then pulled him out of the school several months later and sued to send him to a closer school, 

at great cost to me and the DoE. 

It's surprising schools haven't taken this issue on, but I have heard from schools that they don't 

want to get on the bad side of the DoE so they try not to rock the boat when it comes to 

busing.  For private special-needs schools, both funded and not funded, they worry about 

retaliation -- losing funding or the DoE aggressively challenging parents' lawsuits if they make 

too many complains.  THIS LEAVES PARENTS TO FEND FOR THEMSELVES and the 

systemic issues are less likely to get identified and addressed. 

For the snowstorm issue in particular: 

I heard that some kids were stuck on buses for hours in that snowstorm -- even until midnight -- 

and not offered bathroom breaks.  



We work too hard to potty train our children, particularly those with special needs, to let them 

endure this inhumane treatment. They need to come up with a system that does not result in 

children suffering strapped in a bus for hours on end. Keep them at school until parents can get 

there. 

Or if they hit trouble on the road, then figure out a way to provide bathroom breaks every 2 

hours. If the weather gets really bad, or the time excessive, call parents and see who can meet 

them at a central location close to the subway (often subways are in much better shape than 

roads in a storm) to get their kids. (Two parents in my son's school had to retrieve their kids 

after a bus got stuck in the snow several years ago. It was awful but at least they were able to 

rush there and get their kids within an hour.)  

And of course, if the bus companies didn't use excessively long routes and poorly paid drivers 

to begin with, they would be much less likely to create such catastrophes.   

Kathleen O'Brien 

Working mother of an 8 year old with autism. I take him 75 blocks on the subway every 

day.  I'm exhausted. 

 

  



School Bus Delays During Thursday, November 15, 2018 Snowstorm 

Dear Mr. Treyger. 

Thank you for your email. Unfortunately, I can't attend the hearing but, I would like to to have my testimony submitted 

to the record and I would like what I have written on this and my previous email on record.  

I really do hope, that those responsible for the city's preparation during snowstorms learned a valuable lesson from 

what happened on Thursday, November 15, 2018.   

I ask city officials to put themselves in the place of the many parents that didn't know where their children were and to 

put themselves in the place of the bus drivers, matrons and especially all the vulnerable children that had to sit through 

many hours without a bathroom break, and no food. Would you work under those conditions? I bet the answer is NO, so 

don't come up with excuses or apologies and plan ahead the next time. 

I would also like to point out that on many occasions, we parents don't get notified by the school bus personnel. I was 

lucky that this year my child's school bus matron is very good at communicating with me and kept me informed on that 

day, but that has not always been the case in past years. It should be mandatory that they keep patents informed at all 

times and especially during extreme weather conditions. 

As for my daughter, I vowed from that moment she made it home so late, she would not go to school the next time I 

hear there is a snowstorm on its way.  Everyone who should have been taking action failed the city of New York. Let's 

not have a repeat of that disastrous day ever again! 

Thank you for giving me an opportunity to have my voice heard.  

Sincerely, 

Nilda Ferrer 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2018 at 5:20 PM N Ferrer wrote: 

I am one of many parents that was worried sick during yesterday's (Thursday November 15, 2018) 

snowstorm. While I was confident that my child's school bus matron and her driver would continue to 

provide a safe ride home and would keep my daughter safe, my concern was that my child has a time 

limit and she was in the bus for about 5 hours.  My daughter gets anxious once it is dark out. I was also 

concern about her and everyone needing to relieve themselves and the fact that she had nothing to eat. I 

was lucky in that my child's bus matron kept in constant communication with me and even allowed me 

to speak to my daughter. They did an excellent job in that sense. I am upset with the city's response and 

whoever is responsible for implementing the school bus regulations. There should be a plan in place for 

extreme weather. By this I mean bathroom breaks and a small meal provided even if we would have to 

pay for it later. The next time there is even a slight chance of snow I will not send my daughter to 

school. 

 

  



OPT busing 

Honorable Councilman Treyger, 

 

I understand you are leading the efforts to improve OPT busing for our special needs children. My son, Alexander, has 

autism and attends school about 60 blocks away from home. On that Thursday snow storm, my son was stuck on the bus 

for 3 hours with no bathroom breaks or food. Worse it was nearly impossible to reach the bus driver / bus matron 

because they were preoccupied with driving in slippery conditions or dealing with anxious children. I wanted to track the 

bus down to get my son. This is one extreme example in which a GPS would have been very helpful for the parents.   

 

Federal rules mandate an airline cannot keep you in a plane on the tarmac more than three hours on a domestic flight. 

Why can't we have similar rules for our more precious little ones? If a bus has been on the road for 3 hours the bus 

driver should be able to pull off somewhere safe or drive back to the school. Our students should also be allowed to use 

the bathroom or eat on the bus. Another suggestion is to mandate "emergency snack" packs on all buses.  

 

Thank you very much for pushing this agenda with the DOE and DOS. I greatly appreciate it. 

 

Best regards, 

Teresa Watson 

 



Desperate parent school bus issues 

My name is Yina Flores my son Jake Alcantara attends the Bank 

street Family Center. He is dismissed from the family center at 1:30 

pm everyday. Because his route is overcrowed(as advised by the bus 

driver), he gets home by around 3:30 everyday. Last week on 

Thursday  because of traffic, he arrived home at 3:50! This is 

completely unaceptable and something needs to be done about it. I 

have been complaining and recording time with OPT since 

September now and nothing has been done yet. My son cant spent 

over two hours on a bus everyday for the entire school year! I’m 

tired of calling and complaint to the bus company to no avail. I have 

talked to Josias Gonzalez and Sheila Lucious Lowe from OPT for 

the last two months and Josias has been recording arrival times 

everyday. Please help me with the situation. I’m out of resources 

and just don’t know what else to do any more, mi poor son gets 

home exhausted everyday from spending so much time on the bus. 

He doesn’t even want to take the bus anymore. Please help me with 

this situation.  

Bus Company: Phillips bus company 

NYCID# 245-381-892 

Complaint # 90692264.  
 

Thank you in advance, 
 

Yina Flores 
 

tel:245-381-892
tel:90692264


For Immediate Release:  Thursday, November 29, 2018
Contact:  Corey Bearak (ATU 1056 Policy & Political Director) (718) 343-6779/ (516) 343-6207

ATU Local 1056 Questions Response to Winter Storm Avery
                                                                

Testimony to the New York City Council Committees on Sanitation & Solid Waste Management,
Transportation & Education

by Mark Henry, President/ Business Agent, ATU Local 1056

On behalf of Amalgamated Transit Union Local 1056, thank you for this opportunity to share the
perspective of bus operators in the aftermath of Winter Storm Avery.  I am ATU LOCAL 1056 President
and Business Agent Mark Henry. ATU LOCAL 1056 represents drivers and mechanics who work for
MTA New York City Transit's Queens bus division. Many of my members were on the front line during
the storm.  On their behalf and that of our riding public, I want to make clear what we all know: the lack
of  adequate  response  to  this  Pre-winter  storm  in  the  borough  of  Queens  represented  a  gross
disappointment in both planning and response.
 

This Thursday, November 15, 2018 snow event, while short of horrific and unsafe conditions, left
many of the communities we serve with no access to public transportation in outlying or transit desert
areas of Queens. Main arteries where buses operate were not treated (with salt) in the first place to endure
this  type  storm.  Locations  well  inland to  experienced the  same impact  much earlier;  that  gave  us  a
warning of what we would face. Still, no midday efforts got salt spreaders and other equipment deployed
along bus routes and other roads.  Queens remains a transit desert without ready access to rail or subway
(without  a  bus  ride  first).  This  makes  reliance  on  buses  all  the  more  important.  Further  snow
accumulations and street based snow removal often leave bus stop sidewalks and bus shelters totally
inaccessible; this leave the riders we serve without a safe place to wait for a bus or to disembark.
 

This question comes to mind: After this small storm with big impact, what happens when a big
storm occurs?  Will conditions delay, limit or cause a cessation in bus service?  Riders of public transit
often lack knowledge of their preferred and regular transit options.  No one ought to experience any wait
in vain.  What happened November 15: Apparently no early decision to deploy equipment to spread salt
and clear  snow.   Ditto  on  personnel  to  clear  sidewalks  and curbs  along bus  stops  and bus  shelters.
Decisions on preparation, response, budget and deployment fall first on City Hall and then the MTA.
 

Queens is not Manhattan. Queens primarily depends on more on buses than subway and rail to
move  about.   Many  main  roads,  including  bus  routes,  include  declines  and  inclines  that  require
appropriate attention to maintain bus operations. With too many storms, planners fail to take terrain into
account.  Bus routes in Queens traverse across several community districts with many serving as feeder

lines to subway lines.  This requires a snow (and salt-spreading) plan
that  clears  bus  routes  that  often  involves  otherwise  secondary  and
tertiary streets.  Some inclines require special attention in extreme snow
conditions or buses will not be able to complete their runs.
 

Hundreds of ATU members stuck on their buses for hours, remained
unable to serve the riding public the way we prefer.  Riders waiting for
buses  much longer  than reasonable – even in  these difficult  weather
condition.  We want and demand answers.  We look to this hearings to
help get at the truth. We also call on City Hall to publicly release its
(community/sanitation) district by district snow response plans and the
actual implementation. Thank you.

-30-
Amalgamated Transit Union Local 1056

211-12 Union Turnpike, Hollis Hills NY 11364*(718) 949-6444 * www.Local1056.org

http://www.Local1056.org/


Bussing complaints pre-K 

To whom it may concern. Hello My name is Melissa Hilario. I had filled out on of the surveys about 

problems with bussing for children with special needs. My son is Henzel Miranda and he will be 3 in 

January, he is legally blind. We live in the bronx Hunts Point. He does to school in Manhattan 80 

Westend ave, adapt community center. He gets pick up at 6:05AMand arrives around 8:00a sometimes 

10mines late. They leave school at 2:00p and he is supposed to get home at 3:50P but since he start 

school in late October never has. He will always get home after 4:00p even almost 5:30p. The day of the 

snow storm he never got home i had been calling the bus since 4:00p and they would tell me, he’ll be 

there in a hour and i would call back and they kept saying the same thing ( to call back) Then at 

9:00p they tell me that they cant get him home. I had to call someone to pick up at 10:40p around 

Fordham Rd. I know that was an exception but it not only that day he is late every single day! I have 

called pupil transportation every single day to complain and nothing has been done. I have even try 

getting in contact with the supervisor to my complain Mr. Gonzales and i’m never able to speak to him. 

The school also tells me they call about the problem. I have also called the bus company with the 

complain and given suggestions. I have even gotten to the point that i have a tracker on my son 

backpack since the snow day. Because it is very concerning and important to know why and where my 

son is. Please feel free to call me or email me back. 518-331-3585 

From: Melissa hilario <melissahilario95@gmail.com> 

mailto:melissahilario95@gmail.com







